
24 high life south africa

try signature dishes from the city’s best chefs at taste of joburg at montecasino, 27-30 september
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To explore. Taste.

 Even those who are comfortable with serving 
sentient beings as snacks are beginning to be 
bothered by the health implications of eating 

meat. Dr Michael Roizen, author of The Real Age Diet, 
writes that ‘consuming saturated, four-legged fat clogs 
arteries, zaps energy and slows down the immune system. 
Meat eaters experience accelerated cognitive and sexual 
dysfunction at a younger age.’ 

They also have a greatly increased risk of acquiring  
a hole in their pocket. There are no South African financial 
figures, but Vegetarian Times reports that in the US ‘eating 
grains, vegetables and fruits in place of the 200 pounds of 
beef, chicken and fish each non-vegetarian eats annually 
would cut food bills by an average of $4,000 a year’.

Fortunately, there are meatless dining-out options to 
suit every palate and wallet. Cape kitchens in particular are 
putting the chic back into chickpea. Chef Rudi Liebenberg’s 

Vegan Journey and From the Earth menus at the Mount 
Nelson Hotel’s Planet Restaurant (mountnelsonhotel.co.za) 
include super-stylish, flesh-free fare such as marinated 
mushroom terrine paired with Boschendal Chardonnay 
Pinot Noir 2011. Similarly, the Meat Free Monday menu at 
Steenberg Hotel’s Catharina’s (steenberghotel.com) serves 
up an excellent asparagus, artichoke and broad-bean 
risotto. Creation Winery in the Hemel en Aarde Valley near 
Hermanus (creationwines.com) not only offers vegan-
friendly wines but also has a daily vegetarian food and 
wine pairing in its tasting room.

Twenty-four carrot fine dining is all very well, but often 
it’s nice and cheap that hits the hot spot. Shayona in 
Mayfair, Jo’burg (+27 (0) 11 837 2407), is staffed by devotees 
of 7th century Hindu guru Swaminarayan, who prepare 
heavenly dishes such as mukkha chickpea swirls and 
moona samoosas sprinkled with coriander and coconut 
sambal. The chefs are so sweet they literally apologise to 
bean plants for any distress incurred as they are picked for 
the very fine vegetarian curries. 

Many young people are distressed by the idea of eating 
animals but don’t terribly like vegetables. This infantile 
attitude is not only found in those too young to vote; 
former US President George W Bush said, ‘I do not like 
broccoli. And I haven’t liked it since I was a little kid and my 
mother made me eat it. And I’m President of the United 
States and I’m not going to eat any more broccoli.’ 

The ricotta and mushroom pizzas at Port Elizabeth’s 
Charlie Super Star Pizzeria (+27 (0) 41 585 8225) are 
perfect for ex-presidents and other children. In Durban, 
Earthmother Café (+27 (0) 31 202 1527) allows parents 
to relax in the shade of the tibouchina trees with hearty 
portions of black-bean chilli with cherry tomatoes, while 
their offspring sip on dairy-free smoothies in the sand pit. 

For those who wish to look at, not consume, the  
wildlife, chef Lara Whyte at Makweti Safari Lodge in 
Limpopo (makweti.com) offers a magnificent meat-free 
menu. The choices change daily, but chakalaka tartlets  
with cucumber relish, mushroom risotto cakes and  
a layered cheese platter of brie, radish and pear give the 
general gourmet gist. 

Don’t want to leave home but do feel the need to go 
cold turkey? Jozi Uncooked’s (joziuncooked.com) five-day 
raw detox programme delivers breakfast, a snack, lunch, 
juice and supper, all raw, all vegan, to one’s door.

British Airways’ SA wine 
fundi Michael Fridjhon 
recommends top tipple

Strandveld adamaStor 
2010 One of only two white 
Bordeaux blends to score more than 
90 at this year’s Trophy Wine Show, 
this is a zesty, mineral and crystalline 
white, more Sauvignon  
than Semillon at  
present, but it’ll become  
honeyed and plush  
over time. R115 (RRP)

le Joubert ‘1070’ 2009  
A gold-medal Bordeaux blend, 
dominated by Cabernet Sauvignon, 
but with Merlot, Malbec and  
Petit Verdot completing it.  
Rich and polished,  
with blackcurrant  
and plum notes, it’s  
a classic of its kind.  
R95 (RRP)

Hendrik lodewyk 
metHode Cap ClaSSique nv   
A gold-medal winner at the 2012  
Old Mutual Trophy Wine Show,  
this remarkably Champagne-like  
bubbly is beautifully  
textured, with a fine  
mousse and the baked  
bread aromas that define  
the best MCCs. R79 (RRP)

of 
the 
best...

Go lentil into 
that good night
‘Rare’ is the best way to enjoy a steak, say meat lovers. It also  
describes good eat-out options for vegetarians. Until now, says  
food author anna trapido, who lists a few of the best

Full of beans
The benefits of not  

eating animal fat 
include more energy,  

a stronger immune 
system, a sharper mind 

and longer sex life


